The helicopter flight control system plays an important role in helicopter flight and is known as the "brain" of the helicopter. Only when the system is verified correctly can the helicopter fly safely and steadily. This paper describes and validates the major part of an algorithm of automatic landing control in the high-order theorem prover Coq. Z transform is currently one of the most important flight control system analysis tools. This paper formally describes the definition of Z transform, validates some properties (i.e., homogeneous, uniformity, linear, and complex shift properties) of Z transform to extend the system analysis capabilities of theorem proving, and lays the foundation for further formalization of the helicopter flight control system.
Introduction
A half century of computer development has completely changed our lives. However, it is difficult for ordinary people to imagine the complexities of the aircraft flight control system that has supported the launch of the CZ-2F vehicle and sent the Shenzhou XI manned spacecraft into orbit.
A flight control system [1] is used to ensure the stability and maneuverability of an aircraft, and it improves the pilot's driving experience, assists flight path control, maintains the ability to complete missions, and ensures flight safety. As nonfixed-wing aircrafts, helicopters also need well-designed, robust, safe, and efficient flight control systems to help them accomplish their missions. Z transform has been widely used as an important tool for system analysis. Usage of this method can be seen frequently in the design and performance optimization of helicopter flight control systems. Therefore, the formalization of Z transform is an indispensable step towards the formalization of flight control mathematics and algorithms in theorem proving systems. Theorem proving as a branch of formal methods has gained considerable development in recent years. Coq proof assistant is one of the most famous theorem provers today and has achieved remarkable results. Coq has a descriptive formal language to write mathematical definitions and algorithms as well as a powerful proof engine to assist human users to prove theorems. This paper describes an application of Coq in the verification of a helicopter flight control algorithm. This paper aims at the formal description and verification of the helicopter's automatic landing control algorithm [2] within the Coq proof assistant. Firstly, the meanings of identifiers in formulas are expressed in Coq and the theorems to be proven are generated. Then, CoqIDE is used to realize the formal verification of complex mathematical problems in the specific flight control field. After, the formal verification of Z transform, which is an important analysis method, is performed. Finally, the advantages and disadvantages of the Coq proof assistant are discussed and compared with other formal verification methods in two aspects.
The following content of the paper is organized as follows: the second section is an introduction to the Coq theorem prover and also includes issues studied in this paper. The third section completes the formal verification of the algorithm of the helicopter automatic landing control. The fourth section gives the formal verification of the definition and properties of Z transform. The fifth section summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the Coq theorem prover. It also compares Coq with other theorem provers and software testing. Finally, the last section summarizes the entire paper.
Coq Introduction and Issues Studied in this Paper
Coq [3] [4] is an interactive theorem proving assistant. Its theoretical basis is calculus of inductive constructions. Coq is not an automated theorem proof tool; however, it provides a set of tactics that can be invoked to assist the user in interactively constructing the proof. Users can build mathematical object definitions, introduce mathematical axioms and assumptions in Coq, prove mathematical lemmas and theorems, perform mechanized inspections of proof steps, and formally extract validated programs from constructive proofs. This paper focuses on three issues. First: How can we use Coq for mathematical proofs and derivations that are related to the helicopter flight control algorithm and verify their correctness? Second: How can we intuitively formalize mathematical symbols in the formula to improve readability of the proof script and reduce the difficulty of the proof? Third: How can we formalize the key mathematical methods in the flight control system (that is, the Z transform method)? This helps to verify that the derivation of complex calculation formulas in the helicopter's core area did not result in errors due to human negligence. Helicopters have special requirements for the changes of altitude and speed when performing landing flights that are special maneuvering modes. Formulas deduced by this paper can be found in "Flight Control for Helicopter" [5] . We use the "principle of automatic control" [6] as the standard to formally verify the definition and properties of the Z transform.
Flight Control Algorithm Formula Derivation Process
As Figure 1 shows, the helicopter landing process should be divided into two parts: the change in height in the vertical direction according to the parabolic law and the change in speed in the horizontal direction according to the linear law (which means the speed is reduced to 0 uniformly). 
Height Automatic Transition
The derivation process begins with the formalization of flight control problems. When the helicopter automatically lands, the height should decrease with time according to the parabolic law. In this process, there are several formulas to be deduced. The formulas and their symbols are explained as follows:
Height descending according to the parabolic law:
Where H is the current height of the helicopter, d H is the acceleration of the drop, and t represents the time required for the height to descend from 0
Where d H is the descending speed.
In terms of (1) and (2), the following formula can be obtained:
Prepare Work
First, we introduce the necessary Coq library. Here, we introduce the commonly used "Reals" real number library, "Derive" derivative library, etc. Loading these libraries will affect the global environment, and the environment is a table of declarations and definitions of the constants. Then, we need to define the "number field" used to derive the formula. R_scope is used to explain relevant symbols in the real number field.
Mathematical Symbol Representation
The keywords Variable and Definition are used to define symbols to be used in the formula. Since mathematical symbols usually have superscripts (such as x e ), subscripts (such as 0 x ), and top signs (such as y and y ), it is not easy to express them clearly in CoqIDE. In this paper, leading signs (such as  ) of symbols, symbol bodies, subscripts, and superscripts of symbols are written from left to right sequentially. There are two kinds of top signs of symbols. One is a "black dot" corresponding to the first derivative, and the other is "two black dots" corresponding to the second derivative. For these top signs, we directly indicate their meanings by numbers, so that even if we encounter a derivative symbol that is greater than or equal to three times, we can also express it. For example, we can use the well-known Taylor formula to explain the idea:
This formula is explained by the above rule: function call () fx is written as f x , which is derived from the representation of the function call in 
Expression of Mathematical Formulas
After defining mathematical symbols, we can formally express the basic formulas of mathematical derivation in CoqIDE.
The following two formulas are theorems that need to be expressed. This can be started with the keyword Lemma or Theorem. Here, Lemma is used to indicate that this is not a final or general theorem. Theorem is used to represent the second formula. H is a function of time t, and Hd2 is a downward acceleration constant.
Lemma drop_height : Hd2 > 0 -> H0 -H t = Hd1 t * Hd1 t * /(2 * Hd2).
Theorem drop_height_re : Hd2 > 0 -> Hd1 t >= 0 -> Hd1 t = K * sqrt(deltaH t).
Derivation of Formula
Derivations of complex formulas need to prove a series of intermediate lemmas. In the proof process of each lemma, Coq mainly uses the method of back deduction to construct proofs, that is, to generate one or more sub-goals by applying a lemma or applying a proof operation to the target. The sub-goals are separated by dash lines and are arranged from top to bottom. Each sub-goal needs to be proven separately.
First, several lemmas are listed. Since real numbers in Coq do not have constructive definitions like natural numbers, real numbers 2 and 0 cannot be compared directly. Strategy lra indicates that 2 is not equal to 0 in the real number domain. The library lemma Rmult_assoc is used to implement the associative law of multiplication. After these lemmas are all prepared in advance, it should be noted that it must be followed by the Qed command to indicate that these lemmas can be referenced in the proof script below. We can use these to prove the final formula smoothly. The final proof drop_height_re is represented by the keyword Theorem. In fact, the proof of this part is similar to the part that begins with the keyword Lemma, and it will use Lemmas that have been proven before as well.
The lemmas and axioms required in this proof can be found in two libraries, Raxioms and Rineq, concerning real numbers. First, use intros to classify preconditions as given assumptions, use Rmult_comm to swap the multiplications on the right side of the equation, and then unfold each related definition with unfold. Then, use the rewrite command to rewrite the polynomial whose form you want to modify, but before that you still need to customize and prove the lemmas that will be rewritten. At the same time, you also need to use library lemmas in the proofs of custom lemmas. The first custom lemma drop_height is deduced using the library lemma Rgt_not_eq, which expresses the variation of the height of the helicopter as a descending parabola. The second custom lemma Rinver_eq is asserted in the middle of drop_height_re. This lemma obtains the numerator of a proper fraction. Rlt_le is a convenient lemma to show the implication between 0 < r and 0 <= r. Next, we prove several lemmas of the alternative nature and use the rewrite command to rewrite the original equation. Finally, we use the assumption command to complete the equation. When the proof becomes stuck, it is necessary to analyze the source program and proof statement, add a reasonable control strategy, and complete the proof of theorem.
Forward Speed Automatic Transition
The second part is "automatic transition of forward speed". When the current height automatically transits to the hovering height, the speed should be zero, and the automatic transition law is:
Where 0 u is the initial ground speed when entering the automatic transition and d u is the desired negative acceleration.
From Equation (6), the time f t at which the ground speed declines to zero according to the linear law can be obtained.
From Equation (1), the time at which the current height reduces to the hover height xt H can be obtained.
In order to ensure that when the helicopter's speed declines to zero when it automatically transits to the required altitude, the two equations above should be equal, that is, sf tt  . Equation (9) can be obtained from Equations (7) and (8) .
Lemma u0_to_zero : ud1 > 0 -> u tf = 0 -> tf = u0 * / ud1.
Lemma ts_sqr : 0 <= ts -> Hd2 > 0 -> sqrt( / Hd2 * 2 * (H0 -Hxt) ) = ts.
Lemma time_eq_in_two_procedure : Hd2 > 0 -> ud1 > 0 -> u tf = 0 -> 0 <= ts -> ts = tf -> u0 * / ud1 = sqrt( /Hd2 * 2*(H0 -Hxt) ).
Theorem replace_for_var_K: u0 > 0 -> H0 -Hxt >= 0 -> 0 < Hd2 -> ud1 > 0 -> ts = tf -> u tf = 0 -> K = 2 * ud1 * / u0 * sqrt( H0 -Hxt).
This part uses Equation (1), and the derivation of this part extends the derivation of the first part. Lemma u0_to_zero proves the equation when the speed declines to zero according to the linear law, and lemma ts_sqr proves the equation when the height drops to a certain hovering height. Lemma time_eq_in_two_procedure proves that the time variables in the above two lemmas are equal. Theorem replace_for_var_K introduces K to lemma time_eq_in_two_procedure.
For the proof of this part, the approach is similar to the first part. Starting from the final conclusions, first derive a certain number of sub-goals, and then focus on solving these sub-goals. If you cannot simply solve them, then derive subgoals again, so as to form an inverted tree structure. Resolving from top to bottom will eventually prove the problem. However, our thinking process is from bottom to top, from root to leaf.
Flattened Exponentially
The third part is "flattening according to exponential law". When the height of a helicopter descends to nearly hovering height, the transition trajectory changes from the trajectory of the original parabola law to an exponentially flattened trajectory.
The flattening formula by exponential law:
Where 0 l H is the starting height when going to the third part;  is the time constant for flattening according to the exponential law; xt H is the hovering height; and H is the current height, which approaches the hovering height.
Generate the derivative on both sides in (11) to obtain the descending speed 0 l H , and generate the derivative on both sides in (12) again to obtain the descending acceleration 0 .
In order to guarantee that the height trajectory smoothly transitions from parabola to exponential form, the accelerations at transition between two phases must be equalized. Therefore, the (*) in the first part and the (13) in this part can be combined to produce (14) .
Equation (15) is our derivation goal.
Theorem eq_for_sqrt_acceleration :forall t,tao > 0 -> tao <> 0 -> 0 < 2 * Hd2 / 2 -> 0 <= index_law_deltaH t -> 0 <= Rsqr (/ tao) * index_law_deltaH t -> K / sqrt 2 = /tao * sqrt (index_law_deltaH t).
This part of the proof is also similar to the previous one, but strategies like lra are used and are mentioned in the first part. It automatically searches the standard library lemmas and the currently proven hypotheses to complete the sub-goals associated with inequalities. However, it cannot prove the division-related formulas, and it must use the lemma like Rdiv_le_0_compat. The final proof of the theorem is eq_for_sqrt_acceleration, and the proof process will not be repeated for convenience.
Through the description of these three parts, most of the data transformation and flow in the following structural configuration diagrams can be verified. In this figure, the control algorithm's control behavior and data flow direction are effective and unambiguous. The outer electronic logic switch before the flattening stage and the position of the limiter in the inner loop are necessary parts of the algorithm. So far, this paper has verified most components of this landing flight control algorithm. The dynamic tracking and adaptive decoupling techniques in the remaining part of the model-flow control systems (mfcs) [7] [8] involve performance tuning problems in flight control systems, so we intend to study it in future works.
Z Transform Formalization
As a further exploration of verification integrity of the helicopter flight control system, difference equations [9] are another important method used in system analysis. Take for example the model-flow control system mentioned above. In order to ensure that the state of output of the helicopter follows the corresponding model output in the design of the system, the control matrix 3 G needs to be designed in a proportional plus integral form to transfer error signals to control signals of the actuator. In the design process of the control matrix 3 G , the difference equation needs to be solved, and Z transform is an effective method of doing so. In the rest of this paper, we will give a brief introduction of the formalization of definition and related properties of Z transform in Coq.
Introduction
Generally speaking, the world we live in changes with time, and the traits of all things are functions of time as independent variables, such as a cloud's divergence. However, from the perspective of frequency and waves, we find that many things are constant. For example, when we listen to a piece of music, we can feel the opening, climax, and ending as time goes by, but to the composer, a piece of music is just a series of static symbols lying on the score. The world in this perspective is the world of physical systems engineers, automation experts, and control system architects. From this perspective, Laplace transform [10] , Z transform, and other means can effectively analyze systems' operating mechanisms. This section provides an introduction to Z transform. Z transform originated in the continuous system and is also known as sampled Laplace transform. In mathematics and signal processing, Z transform converts a series of real or complex discrete signals from the time domain into the complex frequency domain representation, which can be considered as the discrete time equivalent of Laplace transform. Due to these important attributes, Z transform is one of the most central technologies in aerospace systems, economics, and bioengineering.
Preliminaries
The following lemmas are the basic components of the standard library and Coquelicot [11] library. They are also the premise of this section.
The infinity sum and absolute value definition in the standard library are as follows: 
Z Transform Formalization
Since the utility of complex number lemmas and theorems in standard and third-party libraries is not yet widely available, it is necessary to rewrite definitions in (17) 
For e nTj  , using Euler's formula [12] (18) This allows the Z-transform to be represented by the Coq theorem prover.
The existence of the Z transform is ensured by the following two propositions (prop) and two ROC (region of convergence) definitions. 
Definition 6 (existing imaginary function series)
Definition ex_image_part_z (e:R->R) (s:C) (T:R): Prop := let (c,w) := s in Ex_series (fun k => image_part_func e s k T).
Definition 7 (real convergence domain)
Definition ROC_real e T := {s | ex_real_part_z e s T}.
Definition 8 (Imaginary Convergence Region)
Definition ROC_image e T := {s | ex_image_part_z e s T}.
ROC refers to a set of points on the complex plane where the summation of Z transform converges. Finally, the following is a definition of Z transform in Coq.
Definition 9 (Z transform definition)
Definition z_transform (e:R->R) (s:C) (T:R) : C := (summation_of_real_part e s T, summation_of_image_part e s T).
Z Transform Properties
For the nature of Z transform, this paper mainly verifies four properties, namely, homogeneity, uniformity, linearity, and complex shift properties. According to literature [13] , there are many properties, such as attenuation law, finite sum theorem, initial value theorem, final value theorem, and sum of value theorem. Since the level and energy are limited, we only prove four, and readers who are interested can be supplemented.
Homogeneity states that the Z transform of a product of function e and constant a is equivalent to the product of constant a and e 's Z transform. The properties are expressed as follows:
Theorem 1 (homogeneous property) Lemma homogeneity_of_z : forall (e : R->R) (s:C) (T:R) (a:R), ex_real_part_z e s T -> ex_image_part_z e s T -> ROC_real e T -> ROC_image e T -> z_transform (a *c e) s T = Cmult (RtoC a) (z_transform e s T).
Representation of this property means that a is an arbitrary real constant, s is a complex number, and the result of the predicate z_transform on the right side of the equation is a complex number. Thus, Cmult is needed to represent complex multiplication. Four of these preconditions provide the Z transform convergence domain and guarantee the existence.
The proof of this property starts with unfolding each definition, and then the equivalence between tuples is converted into two equal-valued equations by f_equal. Then, series-related lemmas such as Series_scal_l are used to move the constant from the series to the inner function. Series_ext converts the equivalence of the series to the equivalence of the inner function of the series, so that the proof of the property can be well terminated.
Uniformity expresses that the Z transform of the sum of functions 1 e and 2 e is equal to the sum of the respective Z transforms of these two functions:
Theorem 2 (uniformity property) Lemma uniformity_of_z : forall (e1 : R->R) (e2 : R->R) (s:C) (T:R) (a:R) (b:R), ex_real_part_z e1 s T -> ex_image_part_z e1 s T -> ex_real_part_z e2 s T -> ex_image_part_z e2 s T -> ROC_real e1 T -> ROC_image e1 T -> ROC_real e2 T -> ROC_image e2 T -> z_transform (e1 +f e2) s T = Cplus (z_transform e1 s T) (z_transform e2 s T).
Because there are two functions e1 and e2 in this property, there are eight preconditions.
The proof of this property must pay attention to the needs to use the condition in the premise after using the seriesrelated lemma, and then expand the hypothesis of the ex_real_part_z definition to obtain a new hypothesis. Then, the result can be obtained.
The linear nature reflects the combination of the first two properties: There are also eight preconditions for this property, where a and b are arbitrary real constants.
The proof of this property uses two functional operation-assisted lemmas, fplus_ok and fconst_ok. They represent that the result of the two functions' sum is equal to the sum of the two function-result, and the result of scalar multiplication of a function is equal to the multiplication of the scalar and function-result. The multiplicative distribution law Rmult_plus_distr_r is used to expand the equation so that the two sides are gradually equal. Lemma ex_series_scal_r is similar to the Series_scal_l in Theorem 1, but the effect is different. The existence of a series is independent of whether there is a const in the internal function. Just like above, we have proven Theorem 3.
The complex shift property describes that if function e is not multiplied by a constant but an exponential function based on the Napierian base, then its Z transform is equivalent to the Z transform of function e after replacing the complex variable with equation 1 eT z ze
at aT
Z e t E z  (22)
Theorem 4(complex shift property) Lemma complex_shift : forall (e : R->R) (s:C) (a:R) (T:R), ex_real_part_z e s T -> ex_image_part_z e s T -> ex_real_part_z e s T -> ex_image_part_z e s T -> ROC_real e T -> ROC_image e T -> z_transform ((fun i => exp (a*i)) *f e) s T = z_transform_C_shift e s a T.
In this property, we use z_transform_C_shift to re-express the definition of the Z transform.
Definition z_transform_C_shift (e:R->R) (s:C) (a:R) (T:R) : C := (summation_of_real_part_C_shift e s a T, summation_of_image_part_C_shift e s a T).
In this way, we can express the difference of independent variables (time domain variable t, complex domain variable z) in (22).
It is worth pointing out that the power function of the arbitrary base in the standard library is defined by the power function of the Napierian base, so lemmas about the power function of the Napierian base are very few. Therefore, we provide something such as Lemma exp_mul: for all x y, exp (x + y) = exp x exp y to assist in the proof of Theorem 4.
So far, we have completed the proof of the definition and properties of Z transform. Through the foregoing description, we believe that we have provided the reader with a theoretical and practical basis, and we hope that our formal work can be used in aerospace systems, signaling processing, and economics.
The Advantages and Disadvantages of Coq Derivation and Comparison with Other Methods
The advantages of Coq's derivation are obvious. After summarization, this paper considers the following points:
• Complete and detailed Coq proof: This is a great advantage compared to the traditional theorem prover.
• Machine checking: Coq derivation is presented to everyone in the form of a script. It is also presented to the machine, and any part of it is traceable and checkable in the machine.
• Do not skip any steps: The subdivision of proof steps in Coq is said to be very harsh. If any one step is missed, we would be rejected by Coq, that is, it would not be verified.
• Proving program is small: The scale of the Coq script compared to other proof tools has been greatly simplified, and the usage of tactics can greatly simplify our proofs. This is what we will study in more detail in the futureconstructing a complete and detailed library of mathematical theorems for flight control. In general, Coq's proof scripts are well-organized, moderately-sized, and easy to read.
The shortcomings of Coq's derivation are:
• Coq does not automatically give a formal description of the problem. We must define the problem ourselves and formalize it. In terms of flight control systems, the complexity of mathematical formulas greatly increases the difficulty of formalizing in Coq.
• Coq cannot automatically prove all theorems, so people must provide proofing ideas. This shortcoming is relative, as many people do not view this as a disadvantage; you can see that proof engineers' value (compared to software engineers) is based on their own experience and professional knowledge to carry out detailed proof plans.
From the point of view of software testing [14] , the focus of traditional software testing is mainly on unit testing and functional testing. This exhausts input samples and can only relatively ensure functionality, that is, software testing can only indicate the existence of an error and cannot guarantee that they do not appear. It is even more difficult to thoroughly investigate the hidden loopholes in software. Traditional mathematical proofs can only be built on the work of one person. This may be the most likely place for errors in the entire project. For example, Fermat's Last Theorem was known as Fermat's conjecture until it was certified by British mathematician Andrew John Wiles and his students. Many people may not know that its original proof had flaws. This example illustrates how even famous mathematicians like Andrew will make mistakes in derivation.
From the perspective of higher-order theorem provers [15] , one of the most distinctive features of Coq from these tools is that it can generate reliable programs and modules from proofs. Other theorem provers include Agda [16] and HOL Light [17] . Agda is a functional programming language with dependent type, and it can also serve as a certification aid for constructive proofs. HOL Light helps users prove interesting mathematical theorems in high-order logic in a full form. It sets a very strict standard but provides many automated tools and pre-verified mathematical theorems (for example, arithmetic, basic set theory, and real number analysis) to save user time. Siddique et al. [18] used HOL Light to formalize Z transform and its region of convergence and a set of properties. As far as we know, the high-order theorem has not been applied to the verification of helicopter flight control systems.
Conclusions
First, we use Coq to help prove mathematical formulas in flight control systems to guarantee the correctness of the mathematical logic. Fields like flight control require exactly 100% correctness, so we believe that researching into the practice of Coq in this field is meaningful. In this paper, with the support of the Coq theorem prover and taking the helicopter as a breakthrough, the mathematical derivation process of the flight control algorithm is formalized to verify system correctness. At the same time, the formal verification of the Z transform method and related properties in flight control system analysis is presented.
Second, our follow-up goal is to gradually build a mathematical knowledge base on flight control. The basic mathematics knowledge needed to reason about flight control mathematical formulas is transformed into a basic mathematical knowledge based on the Coq theorem prover. The main content of the knowledge base is an axiomatized representation of background knowledge. In this way, combined with the support of the basic Coq Standard library, we can easily study formal verification of mathematical derivations in all aspects of analysis and design in aircrafts, such as the modeling of an aircraft's atmospheric motion behavior and a sensor's aircraft status signal transfer. Finally, the model-follow control system can effectively reduce coupling between shafts and improve flight quality. It is a key component of the helicopter flight control system. Formal verification of this component is an important direction for our future work, and many other properties in the Z transform, such as the attenuation law, finite sum theorem, and initial value theorem, are also the focus of future works.
